
the hungry. [udeo-Christianity was the
first movement in history to take or-
dinary material existence with absolute
seriousness. No Greek or Roman
philosopher ever thought ofdoing that.
St. Augustine, to whom we owe the use
of the word "heart" as the seat of the
emotions, was certainly no Hugh
Hefner when it came to sexual free-
dom, but far from holding that the
body was evil, he actually broke away
from the Manicheans who preached
precisely that.

Flesh in the Age of Reason, like sev-
eral of its author's studies, treads a
thin line between brilliant pedagogi-
cal clarity and drastic corner-cutting.
At its finest, it summarizesone difficult
thinker after another in a prose that
leaps resplendently from the page.
Porter is incapable of being tedious
and esoteric, even on the most tedious
and esoteric of subjects. At its worst,
the book teeters on the brink of being
a bluffer's guide, offering us a quick
tour of modernity in all of fifteen
pages, and galloping through intel-
lectual history from Descartes to Lord
Byron with a slightly manic air. There
is sometimes a distinct sense that the
author is coruscating on thin ice, as
with his first chapter on human self-
knowledge from the ancient Greeks
to William Hogarth.

But just as George Bernard Shaw
wisely pointed out that if a job was
worth doing, it was worth doing bad-
ly, so it is surely better for a reader to
have an oversimplified grasp of ideas
than no grasp at all. Roy Porter was an
academic, but he was also that finer
thing to which few academics can lay
claim: an intellectual. The academic
insists on nice distinctions; the in-
tellectual breaks down conceptual
barriers. Porter's notion of history is
generous enough to encompass med-
icine, philosophy, psychology, and
literature, and this study ranges from
diet, fashion, and madness to sex,
drugs, and cosmetics. He has written
a gleefully, absurdly ambitious book
about the question of the relations
between body and soul, and it is im-
possible that he is any longer in doubt.
For either his soul has survived his
body, in which case he knows; or he
never had a soul in the first place-in
which case there is nothing left to do
the doubting. _

Illustration by Tavis Coburn

AFTER NATURE
The varieties of technological experience

By Gary Greenberg
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The Republic was barely a half-
century old when Nathaniel
Hawthorne introduced his read-

ers to Aylmer, the brilliant alchemist,
and his beautiful but imperfect wife,
Georgiana, whose "crimson stain" tor-
ments the couple in "The Birthmark."
Aylmer manages to eliminate the blem-
ish that mars Georgiana's cheek with a
potion concocted in his laboratory, but

this relentless pursuit of
perfection kills his wife.
Hawthorne begins his
story by recalling how
the "recent discovery of
electricity and other kin-
dred mysteries of Nature
seemed to open paths
into the region of mira-
cle," and he proceeds to
capture all the fear and
ambivalence of a peo-
ple groping their way
through those unex-
plored landscapes.These
were ancient anxieties,
no doubt worried at
since Prometheus stole
fire,but certain questions
posed by "The Birth-
mark" must have held
particular resonance for
a society newly dedicat-
ed to happiness and self-
improvement: What
happens when the sci-
entist's attempt to wrest

from nature its secrets and "make new
worldsfor himself' is turned back upon
the human body? What limits, if any,
should we impose on the quest to
make ourselves better?

For the first official meeting of the
President's Council on Bioethics, in
the fall of 2001, Leon Kass, who was
appointed by George W. Bush as the
Council's chairman, assigned Haw-
thorne's story as the subject of dis-
cussion. The scene is jarring: a
cautionary tale about hubris, dense
in meraphor and allusion, surfaces in

Gary Greenberg is a psychotherapist and the
author of The Self on the Shelf: Recovery
Books and the Good Life.
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an administration not exactly known
for its scruples about arrogance or its
familiarity with the literary canon_
(In his description of what the
Council on Bioethics was supposed
to accomplish, Bush-with his usual
precision and mastery of the English
language---expressed the hope that
"it'll help people like me understand
... how to come to grips with how
medicine and science interface with
the dignity of, the issue of life and
the dignity of life and the notion
that life is, you know, that there is a
Creator.") Nevertheless, a literary
turn is not surprising for Kass, a
lapsed physician and a professor at
the University of Chicago's Com-
mittee on Social Thought. Beyond
Therapy, the Council's most recent
publication, includes references to
Aristotle and Plato, Descartes and
Montaigne, Shakespeare and Bacon,
Huxley and Borges. It also approach-
es its subject in a way not dissimilar
to that of certain environmentalists
on the left, for whom the question of
technology is one not simply of its
effects but of the shape and nature of
the technological enterprise itself.

Beyond Therapy examines a situa-
tion that can arise only in a society
with too much time on its hands. Drugs
and techniques, such as anabolic
steroids and antidepressants, that were
developed as therapies for specific dis-
eases have come into use as "en-
hancement technologies"-means by
which to make ourselves, in psychia-
trist Peter Kramer's memorable phrase,
"better than well." How should we un-
derstand our ability to enhance athletic
performance? to slow the process of
aging? to increase our attention span or
lessen our melancholy? tochoose the
sex of our offspring? Should we wel-
come these technologies as allies in
our pursuit of happiness, or snub them
as violations of the work ethic that's
supposed to guide the pursuit? Should
we take a page from Faust and reject
the bargain, or follow Galilee's lead
into a world beyond our imagining? A
chapter on steroids is replete with pi-
quant questions like these:

Which biomedical interventions for the
sake of superior performance are consis-
tent with our full flourishing as human
beings as active, self-aware, self-
directed agents? And, conversely, when
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is the alienation of biological process
from active experience dehumanizing,
compromising the lived humanity of our
efforts and thus making our superior per-
formance in some way false-not simply
our own, not fully human? ... Can our
disquiet about pharmacological and ge-
netic enhancement withstand rational
scrutiny? More deeply, what does the
prospect of such interventions tell us
about the nature of human activity and
the meaning of human identity?

Kass and company begin their re-
port with the recognition that the eth-
ical questions raised by biotechnologies
are fundamentally moral questions-
that is, questions about what makes
life worth living and why. You can't
decide whether it's a good idea to take
drugs that will extend the average life
span by thirty or forty years without
trying to figure out what that life is
for in the first place.

Once you start looking at bioethical
dilemmas this way,' virtually every ques-
tion raised by new medical technologies
becomes difficult. Even a distinction as
seemingly simple as the one between
therapy and enhancement collapses. It
would be comforting if we could simply
declare that therapeutic use-such as
giving human growth hormone to
someone with dwarfism-is acceptable,
whereas enhancement lise-giving hu-
man growth hormone to an aspiring
basketball player-is not. But, as ac-
knowledged in Beyond Therapy,

most human capacities fall along a ...
"normal distribution" curve, and indi-
viduals who find themselves near the
lower end of the normal distribution
may be considered disadvantaged and
therefore unhealthy in comparison with
others. But the average may equally re-
gard themselves as disadvantaged with
regard to the above average. If one is
responding in both cases to perceived
disadvantage, on what principle can we
call helping someone at the lower end
"therapy" and helping someone who is
merely average "enhancement"!

This kind of dizzying relativism, which
claims that there is nothing in nature
that allows us to define with certainty

* This is decidedly not the way professional
bioethicists tend to view these issues. They
prefer to stay dose to a trinity of concems-
patient autonomy, physician beneficence,
and justice-that are procedural guides for
resolving ethical dilemmas.



where health stops and illness begins,
leads the Council to conclude that to-
day's enhancement will become to-
morrow's therapy. If, for example,
antidepressants can make even non-
depressed people happier, then even-
tually ordinary unhappiness will be-
come a "disease" too." Which means
that if we are going to evaluate the
wisdom of going beyond therapy, we
cannot rely "on the distinction be-
tween therapy and enhancement to
do the work of moral judgment ....
The human meaning and moral as-
sessment must be tackled directly."

Rather than terrify the reader with
hysterical polemics about science-
fiction nightmares, Beyond Therapy
bases its ethical concerns on plausible
or currently available enhancement
techniques. The Council even assumes
the best about our scientists and in-
ventors, that they can relieve the pain
of traumatic memories or extend our
life span by several decades without
harming us. The book can afford this
kind of generosity because its authors'
concerns are larger than the physical
side effects of experiments gone awry;
it is the concept of technology itself,
and the mode of human existence it as-
sumes, that interests the Council.

Beyond Therapy borrows heavily
from Kass's Life, Liberty and the De-
fense of Dignity, in which he notes that
technology isnot simply a means to an
end but "an entire way of being in the
world, a social phenomenon more than
a merely material one, characterized
by the effort, through rational analy-
sis, methodical artfulness and correla-
tive organization, to order all aspects
of our world toward efficiency, ease
and control." Technology, in other
words, is the culmination of a mind
that tries to impose itself on nature,
"the disposition rationally to order and
predict and control everything feasible
in order to master fortune and spon-
taneity, violence and wildness, and
leave nothing to chance." Before we
can fashion our technological devices,
we must alienate ourselves from the
world around us and see it as some-
thing standing by for our use.

* Even the distinction between unhappiness
and depression is much less certain than psy-
chiatrists want to admit. "Clinical depres-
sion" is a list of symptoms subjectively as-
sayed; there is no recognizabledisease entity .

This alienation may originate with-
in us, but the techniques it invents
soon colonize our consciousness, shap-
ing our expectations and estranging
us further from experiences that are
immediate and real. So taken are we by
our miracles that we become appren-
tices to technology's sorcerer. Thus
Georgiana's revulsion for her birth-
mark develops only after her husband
has presented her with the possibility
of removing it, and Aylmer's disgust is
the result "of the tyrannizing influence
acquired by one idea over his mind."
The body is measured against
technology's potential, rather than the
other way around. This brand of tech-
nological critique, which is shared by
not only Hawthorne and Kassbut also
Heidegger and Ellul, among others,
transcends psychology and even ide-
ology, and forces us to confront the
greater questions of existence-ofbe-
ing in this world.

But alienating yourselffrom the rav-
ages of nature can have its rewards,
such aspolio vaccines, antibiotics, and
fewer cavities. If one is not to con-
clude, with Unabomber Theodore
Kaczynski, that "it would be better to
dump the whole stinking system and
take the consequences," one must find
a wayofdistinguishinggood technology
from bad-technology that serves our
purposes from technology that devises
purposes of its own. And this distinc-
tion, according to Kassand the authors
of Beyond Therapy, is where the mon-
strous implications ofbioenhancement
lie. Therapy responds to the needs of
the body, whereas bioenhancement re-
sponds to the aspirations created by
therapy: "human nature," warns Kass,
"is on the operating table, ready for al-
teration." And the Council sounds a
similar alarm: "In wanting to improve
our bodies and our minds using new
tools to enhance their performance,
we risk making our bodies and minds
little different from our tools."

The President's Council on
Bioethics is a seventeen-
member panel that includes, in

addition to scientists and physicians,
Francis Fukuyama and Charles Kraut-
hammer, famous chatterers both, who
have elsewhere praised the virtues of
the free market and criticized govern-
ment regulation. So it is perhaps sur-
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prising to read how Beyond Therapy ad-
monishes the pharmaceutical industry
for manufacturing desires "almost as
effectively as pills" and points out that
"entrepreneurs not only resist govern-
mental limitation of their work.... The
successof enterprise often turns on an-
ticipating and stimulating consumer
demand, sometimes even creating it
where none exists." This is not a sim-
ple indictment of "cosmetic pharma-
cology," which is the Council's osten-
sible subject; it seems to be an
acknowledgment that the invisible
hand alone cannot guide us wisely.
And it is also a lament about the con-
sumerism that drives the U.S. econo-
my: when it comes to decrying a mar-
ketplace designed to satisfy our
open-ended desiresand ambitions, why
stop at Viagra?

This message, however, is not
likely to be heard by the president
and his free marketeers, especially
since the Council ends up muting its
own critique. After delivering a
comprehensive diagnosis of what it
is about biotechnology that ails us,
Beyond Therapy ends with the tepid
hope that the book "might spark and
inform a public debate, so that how-
ever the nation proceeds, it will do
so with its eyes wide open"-a move
rather like Jonathan Edwards ending
a sermon by gently suggesting that
his congregation go forth and think
about it. The Council settles for nib-
bling gently at the hand that feeds it:
rather than follow its argument to a
logical conclusion, which would de-
cisively challenge the market mech-
anism as yet another technology that
seeks "to order all aspects of our
world toward efficiency" by creating
the context in which enhancement
technologies arise and make sense, it
seemingly absorbs the unfettered
market into the natural order and
implies that there is nothing to do
but cultivate a sense of repug-
nance-a notoriously vague and un-
reliable feeling that has trouble dis-
tinguishing between homosexuality
and homicide.

Indeed, the Council follows Kass's
lead from a 1997 New Republic arti-
cle in which he promotes "the wis-
dom of repugnance" that often ac-
companies technological innovation
as the apprehension of our inherent
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limits, nature's way of telling us
when to stop. This means, of course,
that certain suffering will not be re-
lieved by science, but life-at least
according to Kass and the Presi-
dent's Council-is suffering, and
there are better, more dignified
tragedies to be had than those of-
fered by technology's successes:

A flourishinghuman life is not a life
lived with an agelessbody or an un-
troubledsoul,but rather a life lived in
rhvthmedtime,mindfulof time'slimits,
appreciativeof each seasonand filled
firstofallwiththoseintimatehumanre-
lations that are ours only becausewe
areborn,age,replaceourselves,decline,
and die-and know it. It isa lifeof as-
piration, madepossibleby and born of
experiencedlack, of the disproportion
between the transcendent longingsof
the soul and the limited capacities of
our bodiesand minds.

The pastoral language in Beyond Ther-
apy is meant to evoke a time when
we knew where we belonged, when a
technologically unmediated lifemeant
that we could be trusted to reject cer-
tain challenges to the natural order.
Its nostalgic longing also reflects a
neoconservative theory of human na-
ture, one that is suspicious of free in-
dividuals trying to use extraordinary
means to alter their station in life. In
Life, Liberty and the Defense of Digni-
ty, Kass complains,

Older ... notions of human dignity,
formerly the social counterweight to
the political doctrine of rights, have
been greatly attenuated-partly
thanks to the successof liberalismand
its alliance with the modern techno-
logical project for the mastery of na-
ture. The right to the pursuitof happi-
ness ... is, as a result, perfectly
compatiblewith utter self-indulgence,
mindless pastimes and the factitious
gratifications of high-tech amuse-
ments and drug-inducedeuphoria.

The culprit for Kass is not so much
the market system that creates the de-
sires as it is "liberalism"-individual
freedom run amok. Similarly, the
Council declares: "We must live ... as
true men and women, accepting our fi-
nite limits, cultivating our given gifts."
It is a call to stay in line, to accept
things as they are, to resign oneself to
the natural order and to circumscribe
one's freedom accordingly.

Restraint isn't exactly America's
specialty. And the prospect of
"a life lived in rhythmed time,"

whatever that is, isn't likely to have
harried multitaskers burning their
Prozacprescriptions or eighty-year-olds
celebrating their failures of memory. If
the Council misses its insensitivity to
life as it is lived by so many Ameri-
cans, not to mention the irony of this
message issuing forth from an admin-
istration not given to humble assent
to rules, this must be seen as a function
of the essentially homiletic structure
of Beyond Therapy, which settles in the
end for platitudes about cultivating
"given gifts" and respecting "human
dignity." Indeed, it's worrisome to con-
template this hollow rhetoric in the
mouths of politicians who take the
term "bully pulpit" so literally and who
seem bent on limiting personal free-
doms, such as the decision to control
one's own reproductive life.

Yet there is another irony to Be-
yond Therapy, of which its authors
seem altogether unaware: The idyllsof
harmony and rhythm evoke a time
when people returned to the land to
set themselves free from the depreda-
tions of consumer society, a time that
is nearer to ours than the neoconser-
vative preserves of Athens or Eden.
The Council's call to a life "mindful of
time's limits, appreciative of each sea-
son" could easily have been posted on
the wall of any sixties commune (or,
for that matter, of Hawthorne's own
Brook Farm).

It's a coincidence that the Coun-
cil, at least those' members who are
sure that everything bad about this
country began in 1965, cannot be com-
fortable with, but all they would have
to do for confirmation of this peculiar
overlap is read Bill McKibben's most
recent book, Enough: Staying Human in
an Engineered Age. In it, he treads a
path remarkably similar to that of the
President's Council-disconcertingly
so, when one considers that Me-
Kibben, whose End of Nature was the
first important book about global
warming, is a leading proponent of the
kind of green politics that are perhaps
the most vigorous remnant of the six-
ties upheaval.

Enough puts forth a modest propos-
al: "We need to do an unlikely thing:
We need to survey the world we now



inhabit and proclaim it good." Me-
Kibben is no Pangloss; he realizes that
there are problems aplenty with which
to contend. But, he maintains, we've
reached a point of diminishing returns
on new developments, particularly
those in the biotechnology field,which
means that it is time to say "Enough"-
to allow "the rush of technological in-
novation that's marked the last five
hundred years [to] finally slow, and
spread out to water the whole delta of
human possibility."

McKibben isn't the first person to
worry that the next big innovation
will be the end of us all. Like the
President's Council, he claims that
because it is directed toward the hu-
man body, biotechnology-at least
the kind that would genetically engi-
neer our children and grant us im-
mortality (which are the two major
bugaboos in Enough)-is a special
case; it brings us to "the moment
when we stand precariously on the
sharp ridge between the human past
and the posthuman future." And we
should, he thinks, back away from
the abyss as fast as our unengineered
legs will carry us, because the new'
biotechnologies will take away the
limited opportunity to make mean-
ing of our lives that has been left by
technology's disenchantment of the
universe. So, for example, the child
genetically engineered to be a con-
cert pianist would be

a player piano as much as a human,
doomedtocreatea particularcontextfor
herself,everuncertainwhether it isher
skilland devotion... that moveher lin-
gerssonimbly.... She [isrobbed]forever
of the chance to make musicher own
authentic context-s-or to choosesome-
thing else ... as the act that bringsher
life to life.

In his assumption that such a player pi-
ano can ever exist, McKibben is being
much more sanguine about the
prospects for genetic engineering than
even most genetic engineers; his dire
predictions function as straw men, sci-
fi scenarios that the President's Coun-
cil prudently avoids. Of course, this
may simply be a rhetorical device-a
technology that threatens to take the
choice out of human activity cannot
help but rouse people into ~ction-
and, whatever it does, it illustrates the
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enormity of the task of re-rnoralizing
our discussion of technology.

McKibben is not content simply to
get us agitated about notions of human
dignity; he also insists that we live in
a political world, and if biotechnology
eventually succeeds in taking away the
freedom to choose our destinies, "it
will take democracy with it. Forever."
He addresses what the President's
Council remains blind to-political
change, which in this case is eschato-
logical. The "weird coalitions" that say-
ing "enough" creates-feminists and
pro-lifers, Bill Kristol and Todd Gitlin,
Bill McKibben and Francis Fukuya-
ma-only reflect the apocalyptic di-
mensions of our jeopardy and the rev-
olutionary quality of any possible
redemption. When Kristol concurs
with Gitlin, a new politics is on the
way, one that "coalesces ... around
some version of what I've been calling
the enough point." And for a political
citizenry galvanized by these dangers,
resistance to technology may, finally,
not be futile.

Itmakes sense that these books
reach toward Armageddon. They
are, after all, works of prophecy-

not in the classical sense of prognosti-
cation but in the biblical sense of try-
ing to awaken a people to a
foundational crisis whose tendency is
to blind them to its very presence.
These writers understand that if you
tug hard enough on one of biotech-
nology's threads-anti-aging drugs,
say, or genetic engineering-you will
soon unravel the whole tapestry of
modernity. For nothing else holds it
together except the sheer effective-
ness of our technological apparatus.
Heidegger described this as "exactly
what is so uncanny" about technology:
"that everything is functioning and
that the functioning drives us more
and more to even further functioning,
and that technology tears men loose
from the earth and uproots them."
Question what it actually means to
drive your car to the store for a loaf of
bread, allow yourself to think about
the web of practices, the wars and eco-
nomic injustices and environmental
despoliation, into which this simple
act is woven, and you will feel that
uprootedness, that sense of alienation.
It's enough to make you wish there
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were a God insisting upon renuncia-
tion on pain of damnation.

Which is precisely what these
prophets of technology end up doing.
In this, too, they follow Heidegger,
who toward the end of his life famous-
ly told Der Spiegel, "Only a god can
save us" from technology! Kass, an ob-
servant Jew, at the end of his chapter
on "The Problem of Technology and
Liberal Democracy," intones, ''Not for
nothing does the Good Book say that
the beginning of wisdom is the 'fear of
the Lord.''' And McKibben, recogniz-
ing that to say "Enough" constitutes
some kind of radical remaking of our-
selves, also prescribes a dose of old-
time religion:

This idea of resuainr comes in largemea-
sure from our religious heritage .... Ir is
Yama, the King of Death, explaining in
the Upanishads the choice between
preya, that which ispleasant, and shreya,
that which is beneficial. ... It is Jesus,
tempted in the desert by the nano-tech-
nologist of his day: "If you are the son of
God, command these stones to tum into
bread." And refusing, in words that still
carry a charge: "Man does not live by
bread alone, but by every word that pro-
ceedeth out of the mouth of God."

Although these turns toward piety
seem to ignore the disasters that the
faithful regularly perpetrate, it may
not be a mistake to see technology in
quasi-theological terms. After all,
what happens when the individual
declares himself an autonomous moral
agent, and with that stroke wipes
away any overarching sense of the
Good capable of holding together our
approbations and condemnations? If
there's no God to please, no Hell to
fear or Heaven to aspire toward, then
why, aside from purely pragmatic con-
cerns, ought anyone to do (or not do)
anything in particular? If there's no
master plan for humanity, and if we
have the means at our disposal to do
so, then why not take matters into
our own hands and rej igger the
thing-by, say, stopping the ravages
of old age and mortality or taking
drugs to ward off existential anxiety?

* Scholars disagree about the relationship
between Heidegger's philosophy and his
Nazism, but the appeal of an ein Volk poli-
tics to a person concerned with modernity's
tendency to uproot is at least plausible.

In a sense, then, there is nothing
really new in biotechnology. We've
been on the operating table since the
invention of the wheel, taking mat-
ters into our own hands and remak-
ing creation, including ourselves.
Technology, with its mediation of all
experience, is what we are born into,
and trying to find a way out of it, as
Kass and McKibben want to do, is as
formidable a task as ridding Georgiana
of her birthmark. If these writers lapse
into sentimentality and nostalgia, that
may be only because, similar to the
rest of us, they don't have a way of
imagining what technology under hu-
man control, technology that doesn't
leave its imprint on human nature, ac-
tually looks like. _
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Services/Gene tal Accounting Office
(Washington); 4,5 Committee for Com-
munity Change (Washington); 6 City and
County of San Francisco; 7 Federal Election
Commission (Washington) 8 Congression-
al Record, Vol. 112; 9 Coalition Provisional
Authority (Baghdad); 10,11 ABC News
(New York)/Washingwn Post poll; 12 U.S.
Army (Washington); 13 United Nations
High Commission fat Refugees in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Sarajevo); 14,15 Min-
istry of Immigrant Absorption (Jerusalem);
16 Institute of Defence and Strategic Stud-
ies (Singapore); 17 Nuclear Policy Re-
search Institute (Washington); 18 U.S.
Department of Energy; 19 NASA (Wash-
ington); 20 Adrian Lee, University of Cal-
ifornia (Berkeley); 21 Atsumu Ohrnura,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(Zurich); 22,23 ProfessorEckard Wimmer,
State University of New York (Stony
Brook); 24 Futures Group International
(Washington); 25 amfAR (N.Y.C.); 26
U.S. Department of Agriculture/National
Cattlemen's Beef Association (Centenni-
al, Colo.)/Harper's research; 27 National
Cattlemen's Beef Association/The Euro-
pean Commission (Brussels); 28 Dr. Meiri-
on Evans, University of Wales College of
Medicine (Cardiff); 29 Il Sole24 ORE (Mi-
lan); 30,31 U.S. Department of Justice;
32 U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office
of the Inspector General (Washington);
33,34 The R2K Legal Collective (Philadel-
phia); 35 Stephen B. Bright (Atlanta); 36
AFL-CIO (Washington); 37 Bureau of
Land Management, National Wild Horse
and Burro Program (Washington); 38
Tourism Authority ofThailand (Bangkok);
39 San Diego Zoo (Calif.).


